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Abstract 
Vu Dinh, H., On the length of longest dominating cycles in graphs, Discrete Mathematics 121 (1993) 
21 l-222. 
A cycle C in an undirected and simple graph G is dominating if G - C is edgeless. A graph G is called 
cycle-dominable if G contains a dominating cycle. There exists l-tough graph in which no longest 
cycle is dominating. Moreover, the difference of the length of a longest cycle and of a longest 
dominating cycle in a l-tough cycle-dominable graph may be made arbitrarily large. Some lower 
bounds for the length of dominating cycles in cycle-dominable graph are given. These results 
generalize and strengthen some well-known theorems of Jung and Fraisse (1989) and Bauer and 
Veldman et al. (1988). 
1. Introduction 
We consider only undirected graphs without loop or multiple edges. Our terminol- 
ogy is standard except as inciated. We begin by introducing some definitions and 
notations. Let o(G) denote the number of components of a graph G. A graph G is 
1 -tough if ( S( 3 o( G - S) for any subset S of the vertex set V of G with w( G - S) > 1. 
We denote by CI the stability number of G. A cycle C of G is a dominating cycle if every 
edge of G has at least one of its vertices on C. Many authors [S, 71 have studied the 
longest cycles in graphs in which every longest cycle is a dominating cycle. Note that 
there are graphs containing a dominating cycle in which no longest cycle is domina- 
ting. Only in some special classes of graphs, for example 2-connected graph G with 
minimal degree 6 3 ) G l/3 (see [lo]), every longest cycle is a dominating cycle whenever 
G has such a cycle. In the following a graph is called cycle-dominable if it contains 
a dominating cycle. An example for a l-tough cycle-dominable graph is given in 
Fig. 1. It is easy to see that in this graph no longest cycle is dominating. 
The length I(C) of a longest cycle C in a graph G, called the circumference of G, is 
denoted by c(G). A dominating cycle C is called a longest dominating cycle if for any 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. An example for k = 4. 
dominating cycle C’ we have 1(C) > I( C’). The length of a longest dominating cycle in 
G is denoted by cd(G). We know c(G) and cd(G) are not always the same and, in fact, 
the differences c(G)-c,( G) may be made arbitrarily large. By adding 4k new edges 
and 3k new vertices in the graph of Fig. 1, as shown in Fig. 2, we get new l-tough 
graph Gk such that c(G,)-cd(Gk)=k+l. 
In the following we shall establish some lower bound for the length of a longest 
dominating cycle. 
2. Results 
We begin with a well-known theorem of Nash-Williams [3]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a 2-connected graph on n vertices with 6 >, (n + 2)/3. Then every 
longest cycle in G is a dominating cycle. 
Bigalke and Jung [2] improved Theorem 2.1 under the assumption that G is l-tough. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a l-tough graph on n vertices with 6 3 n/3. Then every longest 
cycle in G is a dominating cycle. 
In [lo] it was proved. 
Theorem 2.3. Let C be a longest cycle in a 2-connected graph with 6 3 n/3. Then G-C 
is either a complete graph or a edgeless graph. 
It was also shown in [lo] that if 6 3 n/3 then G-C is only dependent on G and, 
moreover, it takes only a polynomial time to know whether G is a cycle-dominable 
graph or not. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a 2-connected graph with 6 2 n/3. Then the following properties 
are equivalent: 
(a) G is a cycle-dominable graph, 
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(b) every longest cycle in G is a dominating cycle, 
(c) G$R for a class R of special graphs. 
The definition of the class 52 shows that Theorem 2.4 is a generalization of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We describe some graphs by using the full join * on disjoint 
graphs. We denote by G the complemental graph of a graph G. We write K,,,,n,, ,,,,n, to 
denote the union of s 22 disjoint complete graphs K,, , . . ., Kns. In the case 
n, = . . . _ -n,=n, we write KS,,, instead of K,,,,nZ,,,.,n,. For two given graphs G, and Gz, 
we write Gr g G2 if V(G,) c V(G,) and E(G,) L E(G,). The class A is the union of the 
classes of graphs RI, . . ..R.. 
AI is the class of graphs of 3r vertices and with minimal degree 6=r 23, which is 
isomorphic to a graph G, where 
K,~l,,_l*Kz~G~K,_l,,~l,,*Kz; 
R, the class of graphs of 15 vertices and with minimal degree 6= 5, which is 
isomorphic to a graph G, where 
K3,3,3,3*K3~G~~3,3,3,3*K3; 
S13 the class of graphs of 3r vertices and with minimal degree 6 =I 3 3, which is 
isomorphic to a graph G, where 
&I,,2 *K,-r EGsI&~,,~*K,_~; 
S4 the class of graphs of 3r + 2 vertices and with minimal degree 6 = r + 1, which is 
isomorphic to a graph G, where 
K 3*r*i?zcGcK3*r*Kz; 
R5 the class of graphs of 3r + 2 vertices and with minimal degree 6 = r + 12 3, which 
is isomorphic to a graph G, where 
_ _ 
K~,+1,,2*K,~GcK(,+1,,2*K,. 
Bauer et al. [5] generalized Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a 1 -tough graph on n vertices such that d(x) + d(y) + d( z) 3 n for 
all independent sets of vertices x, y,z. Then every longest cycle in G is a dominating 
cycle. 
The study of dominating cycles has a number of applications. By using Theorem 
2.1, Nash-Williams [3] proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a 2-connected graph on n B 3 vertices with 6 3 max(( n + 2)/3, M). 
Then G is Hamiltonian. 
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Bigalke and Jung [2] generalized Theorem 2.6 to the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a 1 -tough graph on n 3 3 vertices with 6 > max (n/3, u - 1). Then 
G is Hamiltonian. 
Bauer et al. [S] also generalized Theorem 2.6 as follows. 
Theorem 2.8. Let G he a 2-connected graph on n vertices with 6 >(n + 2)/3. Then 
G contains a cycle of length at least min( n, n + 6 -a). 
Recently Batter et al. [S] generalized Theorem 2.7 for l-tough graph. 
Theorem 2.9. Let G he a l-tough graph on n > 3 vertices with 6 2 n/3. Then G contains 
a cycle of length at least min(n, n + 6 -a + 1). 
Moreover, they proved. 
Theorem 2.10. Let G be a l-tough graph on n> 3 vertices such that 
d(x)+d(y)+d(z)>s3n for all independent sets of vertices x, y, z. Then G contains 
a cycle of length at least min( n, n + s/3 - LX). 
In [1 l] we have proved a strengthened result of Theorem 2.10 as follows: 
Theorem 2.11. Let G be a l-tough graph on n33 vertices such that 
d(x)+d(y)+d(z)>san .for all independent sets of vertices x,y,z. Then G contains 
a cycle of length at least min (n, n + s/3 - c( + 1). 
Theorem 2.11 is the best possible. We give an example for odd n 2 15 by construct- 
- 
ing the graph G, from K,,_ rjiZ u K,,_ 5),2 u K3 by joining every vertex in K,,_ 5),2 to 
all vertices in Kc_ 1,,2 u K3 and by adding a matching between the vertices in K3 and 
three vertices in Kc”_ 1),2. Moreover, Theorem 2.11 immediately implies the following 
generalization of Theorem 2.7. 
Theorem 2.12. Let G be a l-tough graph on n>3 vertices such that 
d(x) + d( y) + d( z) 3 max (n, 3~ - 5) or all independent sets of vertices x, y, z. Then G is 
hamiltonian. 
Recently Jung and Fraisse [7] gave a new lower bound for the circumference of 
nonhamiltonian graph G. 
Theorem 2.13. Let G be a nonhamiltonian graph of connectivity k-22 and assume that 
a longest cycle C of G is such that G-C is independent. Then there exist nonadjacent 
vertices w, x such that XE V( G- C), d(x) is maximum in V(G-C) and 
l(C)>min(n--+d(x),2d(x)+d(w)-1). 
a 
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However, we cannot conclude from Theorem 2.13 that the Petersen-graph has 
cycle of length 9. 
In this paper we prove a strengthened version of Theorem 2.13. 
Theorem 2.14. Let G be a nonhamiltonian cycle-dominable graph of connectivity K 32. 
Then for each longest dominating cycle C there exist nonadjacent vertices w, x such that 
XE V(G-C), d(x) is maximum in V(G-C) and l(C)>min(n--cl+d(x),2d(x)+d(w)). 
By the complete bipartite graph K 2,3 and by the graph shown in Fig. 3, we can see 
that the bounds n - c( + d( x) and 2d( x) + d( w) are both best possible. 
Corollary 2.15. Let G be a 2-connected cycle-dominable graph on n vertices. If 6 > c( - 1, 
then there exists a dominating cycle C of length l(C)>min(n- 1,36) in G. 
Corollary 2.16. Let G be a 2-connected cycle-dominable graph on n vertices and 
k a positive integer. If 6 3 max(( n - k)/3, c( - l), then there exists a dominating cycle C of 
length l(C)>n-k in G. 
A cycle C is called an extended cycle of cycle C’ if V(C) 2 V( C’). A (dominating) 
cycle C is a maximal (dominating) cycle if there exists no (dominating) cycle C’ such 
that C’ is an extended cycle of C. It is obvious to see that if C is a dominating cycle 
then every extended cycle of C is also a dominating cycle. Hence, every maximal 
dominating cycle is also a maximal cycle. In graph G given in Fig. 4, there are two 
maximal dominating cycles of lengths 7 and 8. 
The lower bound given in Theorem 2.14 is not valid for the length of maximal 
dominating cycle. A counter example is given in Fig. 5. Hence, Theorem 2.14 is the 
only partial generalization of the following theorem ([12, Theorem 11). 
Theorem 2.17. Let G be a cycle-dominable graph. If 6 3 r - 1, then l(C)> min( n - 1,36) 
for every maximal dominating cycle C in G. 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
For a given l-tough cycle-dominable graph, we prove the following generalization 
of Theorem 2.9. 
Theorem 2.18. Let G be a l-tough cycle-dominable graph. Then 
cd(G)>min(n,36,n-a+6+1). 
By the Petersen-graph and by graph G,, we can see that the two bounds n--a+6 + 1 
and 36 are both best possible. 
3. Notations and auxilliar results 
If C is a cycle of G we denote by C the cycle C with a given orientation. If u, DE V(C), 
then uzv denotes the consecutive vertices on C from u to v in the direction 
specified by C. The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by v 5 u. We use u + to 
denote the successor of u on C and u _ to denote its predecessor. If VE I’ and H z V 
then NH(v) is the set of all vertices in H adjacent to v. We denote INH( v)l by dH(v). If 
Ac V(C),thenA+={v+: VEA }. Then set A- is analogously defined. In the following, 
a maximal dominating cycle C with a direction on C is fixed. Let V,,E I/-- V(C) and set 
A=N(v,) and let {v1,v2,... ,vk} be the elements of A occurring on C in consecutive 
order. A path 23 joining two different vertices v and u on C is called an arc if 
V(23)n V(C)={u,v>. For iE{l, . . . . k}, we set 
Ui=V+, Wi=Vi+l, Li=uixWi and L*=Li-{ui,wi}, 
6i=min{d(v): UEA~UA~~(V-V(C))-{V~}}, 
d2 = min {d(y): y~( V- V(C))}. 
The following lemmas hold for the case 1( C)<n- 1 and facilitate the proof of 
Theorems 2.14 and 2.18. In each lemma we assume G is a connected graph and C is 
a maximal dominating cycle except as indicated. The first three lemmas employ 
standard arguments and thus their proofs are omitted. 
Lemma 3.1. AnA+=AnA-=fJ 
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Lemma 3.2. There exists no arc between the vertices of A+. Similarly, there exists no 
arc between the vertices of A-. 
Lemma 3.3. If vi, VIE A then there exists no vertex Z~ui~ vi such that v: z + , vj’ ZE E. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose u1 = ~1 and N( Ui) 2 A ifui = wi. Moreover, suppose I := {i: there 
exists j#i and an arc joining ui with wj} #@ and iO=maxier io. Then 
d,( ajO)+ 2d( vO) < I( C) where j, # iO such that there is some arc joining wj, with ai”. 
Proof. To prove this lemma we make a number of observations. 
(1) If W,ZQEE for some r # i and 55 is an arc joining Ui with Wj (i #j) then 
w,$u,~w~~ and UjU,+1~E. 
TO prove this suppose W,EUixWj then 
is an extended cycle of C, a contradiction. Now suppose ujv,+ ,EE, then 
C’: Vj~-UiWj~UjV~+~ViWr.Ovj+l.OV~ 
is an extended cycle of C, a contradiction. 
(2) If 23 is an arc joining ui with wj (i #j) then ujvj+ 1 $E. 
To prove this, note that if Ujvj+l~E then 
C’: Uj~Wj2311i~VjV()Vi~vj+luj 
is an extended cycle of C, a contradiction. 
Because of iOEI there is some j,,#i,, and some arc !Z3 joining uiO with wjo. 
(3) For any i we set ~~=Ui~Ui+l, then d~~(uj,)~l~iJ-2. 
In order to prove this, it suffices (By Lemma 3.2) to show that for any i there is some 
h on 9i such that b#ui and Uj,b#E. Because N(u,)= A and because of(l), jO>iO. If 
Ui=Wi’, then Uj,ui+l$E, because N(Ui)=N(v,)and becauseof(1). B~(~),u~,,u~~+~$E. 
By j, > iO and by the maximality of iO, ujowi~E for any i #jO. 
BY (3), dc(aj,,)=C: d~i(aj”)dC:(I~iI-2)=1(C)-2d(vo). Hence, d,(Uj,)+ 
2d(u,)dI(C). 0 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose C is a longest dominating cycle with length I(C) < 2d( vO) +d(y) for 
some vertex ye V- V(C) and there exists iO and some u@A+ v A -)n N(y)n Li,. Then: 
(1) ILio_l(=l if VEA+ and (Lio+l(=l if’ UEA-, 
(2) l(C)=Wv,)+d(y)- 1, 
(3) ILi[<2 ,for every ie{1,2 ,..., k}, 
(4) N(y)={v}U{vi+l: JLil=2} if VEA+ and N(y)= 
Moreouer {f G is 2-connected then, 1 Li,, I = 2. 
{v)u {vi: ILil=2} ifv~A_. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove our claim for the case vl EN(~). By 
Lemma 3.1 y #vO. Moreover, we can assume that dominating cycle in the graph 
G’:=G-((V-V(C))-{o,,y})and theproofissimilar. 
Claim 3.6. For any i#2, VT, v:+$N(y). 
Proof. Suppose ot GEE, then v+ y$E for all i #2 because of Lemma 3.2. Moreover, 
v+ + $N(y) for i${ 1,2, . . . . k}. Otherwise, 
C’: V~~V~V~V~~V++t4,“2+ 
is a dominating cycle of length 1(C)+ 1, which contradicts the supposition that C is 
a longest dominating cycle. 
ByLemma3.1,vz,v~+$N(y)andI( v, v + } n N( y)l d 1 for any vertex VE V(C). Hence, 
: 
ILII--l if i=l and ILrl=l, 
l~,1--2 if i=l and IL,l>2, 
IhI if i=2 and IL,l62, 
‘~iu~u~+*~(J’)’ 1~~1-1 if i-2 and 1~,1>2, 
ILil--l if i>2 and ILil<2, 




1 if IL,I=l and IL,l<2, Vi, 
‘= 0 else. 
Hence, d(y)+2d(v0)-s<1(C). Because /(C)<2d(v,)+d(y), we have now s=l and 
therefore /(C)=2d(v,)+d(y)- 1. By E= 1, 
(1) IL,I=l, 
(2) l(c)=2d(u,)+aY)-1, 
(3) ILij62 for all iE{l,2 ,..., k). 
By Claim 3.6 and by (3) if yVi+ GEE then l&l =2. Hence, N(y) s 
ILil=2}. By (2), N(y)={U:}U{Ui+r: I&1=2}. 
1”: )u {“i+l: 
Suppose G is 2-connected. Then IN(y)1 > 2. We set i0 = max { i: I Lil = 2). NOW 
I L2 I = 2, otherwise Uio + 1 EN(Y) and therefore 
C’: Ug~Uio+lyU:‘oVio+zUgDJ 
is a dominating cycle which is longer than C, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.7, Let G he a 2-connected graph and C a longest dominating cycle in G. 
Suppose ICl<2d(v0)+62. Then either (V-V(C))uA’ or (V-V(C))uA- is an 
independent set of vertices. 
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Proof. Suppose neither ( V- V(C)) u A + nor ( V- V(C)) u A - is an independent set 
of vertices. Then there are some y, ZE V- V(C) and some i,,, j,, such that yuc , zu,;~E. 
By Lemma 3.5, 1 Li,) = 1 Lj,- II= 2, N( Y) # N( Z) and YUj,, ZUioE . Hence, z # Y and 
C’: Vjo~ Vi0 ZV,~ ‘0 V~ YVjo 
is an extended cycle of C, which contradicts the maximality of C. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a 2-connected dominating nonhamiltonian graph. Suppose C is 
a longest dominating cycle. Then I( C)>min(2d(v,) + 6,, n + d( uO)- c(). 
Proof. Suppose I(C) < 2d( q,) + 6,. Then by Lemma 3.7 a 3 1 V- V( C)l +d( q,). Hence, 
I(C)>n+d(v,)-a. 0 
We call a vertex UE V a singleton vertex if there is a longest dominating cycle C such 
that v$ V(C). A singleton vertex u is called a best vertex if d( v) < d( u’) for any singleton v’. 
Lemma 3.9. Let G be a l-tough graph. Suppose vO is a best vertex and C is a longest 
dominuting cycle such that uO$ V(C) and I(C) < 2d( uO)+ 6,. Then ( V- V(C)) u A + and 
( V- V(C)) v A - are both independent sets of vertices. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, the set N +(u,,) is an independent set of vertices. Hence, it 
remains to prove that vTy$E for all iE{ 1,2, . . . , k} and for all YE V- V(C). 
Without loss of generality, we assume u:y~E for some YE V- V(C) and show this 
leads to a contradiction. By Lemma 3.1, y # ro. By Lemma 3.5, 
lL1l=l, 
ILi162 for every iE{1,2 ,..., k}. 
We set S= ( vt } u A. The graph G-S has at most k + 1 components. Four of them 
havethevertexsets{uo},{y),{u~}and{u~t }. Hence, there are two components Li 
and Lj (i #j) and an arc joining some vertex peLi with some q~ Lj. Because (Lil<2 
and because of ) Lj,I < 2, p = ui, g = Wj or p = wi,g = uj. NOW I:= { i: there is some j # i 
such that there is some arc joining Ui with wj} #@. We set iO =maxisl i. Because of iOEJ 
there is somej, # i. and some arc 23 joining uiO with wj,. Now N(ujo) n( V- V(C))= 0. 
Otherwise, there is some ZE V- V(C) such that zujoeE. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5, 
ZUiO+rEE. By Lemma 3.7,(V-V(C))~{vi+r) IS an independent set of vertices. By 
Lemma 3.1, z # 21~. By Lemma 3.2, ~$23 and 
C’t Vjol10Ujo+~4 
- 
0 ui~Bwj~uj~zvi~+l 0 vj, 
is a dominating cycle which is longer than C, a contradiction. Hence, dc( ujo) = d( uj,). 
By ) LrJ < 2, for every i and by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5, N(ni) 5 A for any uiEA + n A _. 
Since v. is a best vertex, N(u,)= A for any uiEA+ n A _. By Lemma 3.4, 
d( uj,) + 2d( uO) < 1(C), a contradiction. 0 
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Lemma 3.10. Let G be a l-tough graph and suppose v. is a best vertex and C is a longest 
dominating cycle such that vo$V(C) and I(C)<2d(vo)+6,. If uI=wl then 
N(u,) s V(C) and (V- V(C))uA+uN+(uI) 1s an independent set of vertices. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, N( ui) c V(C). By u1 = wl, C’: vovz 3 v1 u. is also a longest 
dominating cycle and moreover we can assume that the direction on Cf is the same as 
on C. By Lemma 3.2, N + ( ul) is an independent set of vertices. By Lemma 3.9, 
(V- V(C))uA ’ is an independent set of vertices. To show that 
( V- V(C)) u A + u N +(ul) is an independent set of vertices it remains to show that 
(I’-V(C))uN+(u,) and A+ u N + (ul) are both independent sets of vertices. 
Suppose there are some uiEA + and some Zen such that z’u,~E. By 
Lemma 3.3, Vi$Ui 3~. Hence, 
C’: Vi‘0 Z+Ui~U~Z~V~VOVi 
is an extended cycle of C, which contradicts the maximality of C. Hence, A + u N + ( u1 ) 
is an independent set of vertices. 
Moreover, ( V- V(C)) u N ‘(A) is also an independent set of vertices. Otherwise, 
there are some YE V- V(C) and some Zen such that yz+ EE. By Lemma 3.2, 
N(uI)nA+ = N(u,)n A- =$I Hence, z +$A and therefore y fv,. We claim that 
N(y)nA++ = 0. We assume the otherwise and can show that this assumption leads to 
a contradiction. Suppose there is some ui~A+ such that u+ GEE. By Lemma 3.2, 
N +(y) and N -(y) are both independent sets of vertices and therefore i # 1. If 
UiEvl~ z, then 
- -- 
C’: VI @ Z+yUi+ @ ZU1 @ ViVO 
is a longer dominating cycle than C because of Lemma 3.9, a contradiction. If 
UiEZ 
+- 
0 vl, then 
C’: ululz‘ouzvovi‘oz+yu++~ul 
is a longer dominating cycle than C, a contradiction. 
Moreover, N(y)nA+=@ because of Lemma 3.9. Hence, d(y)dl(C)-2d(vo), 
a contradiction. 0 
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 3.10. 
Lemma 3.11. Let G be a l-tough graph. Suppose v. is a best vertex and C is a longest 
dominating cycle such that uo$ V(C) and l(C) < 2d( vo) + 6,. Suppose ui WiE E for some 
iE(1,2, . . . . k} and all vertices in Lr are adjacent to both u< and wt and 23 is an arc joining 
some vertex p on LF to some vertex z on C-Li. Then (V-V(C))uA+u{z+} is an 
independent set of vertices. 
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Lemma 3.12. Let G be a l-tough graph. Suppose u0 is a best vertex and C is a longest 
dominating cycle such that vO# V(C) and l(C) < 2d(v,,)+ 6,. Let w be a vertex on Li such 
that alwEE_E(C), then (V-V(C))uA+u{w-}-{ui} is an independent set of 
vertices. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, A + u { w - } - { Ui} . 1s an independent set of vertices. 
Suppose yw -EE for some YE V- V(C) then y#uO. We claim that 
N( Y)n(A++ - {u+ }) = 0. Otherwise, yv; + E E for some vje A - {Vi} and 
c’:yv++- 0 Ilil)gl)j‘oWU(o.W y 
is a longer dominating cycle than C, a contradiction. By Lemma 3.9, N( Y)n A + =8. 
By Lemma 3.1, w, w$N(y). Hence, d(y)dl(C)-2d(v), a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.13. Let G be a l-tough graph. Suppose v,, is a best vertex and C is a longest 
dominating cycle such that vO$V(C) and l(C)<2d(vO)+6,. If a=IV- V(C)l+d(v,) 
then Z = {i: there exists some j # i such that Ui Wj~E} #@. 
Proof. We suppose 2=@ and show this assumption leads to a contradiction. By 
CI=/ V- V(C)l+d(v,), (V- V(C))uA + is a maximum independent set of vertices 
because of Lemma 3.9. For any iE 1, k we have Ui=Wi or Uiwi~E. Otherwise, 
( V- V( C))u A + u { Wi} is an independent set of a+ 1 vertices. Now every w on 
u:~i’ dj c w IS a acent to ui because of Lemma 3.12 and the maximality of 
( V- V( C))u A +. Otherwise, there is some w on uz 0’ wi such that w + Ui~E and 
wui#E. By Lemma 3.12, (V-V(C))uA+u{w}-{ui} is an independent set of 
vertices. By wUi$E, ( V- V(C))u A+ u {w} is an independent set of a + 1 vertices, 
a contradiction. 
Similarly, every vertex w on Ui 0’ w - is adjacent to wi. NOW for any i, either Ui = wi 
or Wiai~E and every vertex on UT 3 wi is adjacent to both Ui and wi. By 
Lemma 3.11 and by the maximality of ( V- V(C)) u A + and by 2 = 0, there is no arc 
from any vertex on Ui~ Wi to any vertex on ujx Wj (i #j) or from any vertex on 
uix wi to any vertex of V- V(C). Hence, the graph G-A has at least (A( + 1 
components, which contradicts the hypothesis that G is a l-tough graph. 0 
4. Proofs of theorems 
Proof of Theorem 2.14. It follows from Lemma 3.8 by letting v0 such that 
d(v,)=max{d(v): VEV- V(C)}. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 2.18. Let C be a longest dominating cycle in G. If C is a 
Hamiltonian cycle or if l(C)amin(n, 36) we are done. We now assume 
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1(C)<min(n,36) and show that G contains an independent set of vertices of 
cardinality at least IV-V(C)l+S+l. Then we havelV-V(C)1+6+lba and 
1 V( C I 2 n + 6 - cx + 1. By Lemma 3.2 it suffices to show that C contains a vertex b that 
is independent from A + u( V- V(C)). We assume otherwise and show this leads to 
a contradiction. First note that if d(v,)> 6+ 1, then by Lemma 3.8, G has at least 
I V- V(C) I + 6 + 1 independent vertices. Thus, we may assume d( uo) = 6 and therefore 
u0 is a best vertex. Hence, CI = I V- V( C)l + d( uo). By Lemma 3.13, 2 = ( i: there exists 
some j # i such that ui WOE } # 0. Since 3d( uo) > l(C), A + n A - # 0. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that UREA + n A -. It follows by Lemma 3.10 that N(u,) s A, and 
because of d(u,)= 6, in fact, N(u,)=A. Now let i be the maximum index such that 
there is some j# i with uiwj~E. By Lemma 3.9 dc(uj)=d(uj). By Lemma 3.4, 
d( Uj)+ 2d( uo) < l(C), a contradiction. 0 
Note added. I recently observed that all theorems and lemmas in this paper are 
proved only for dominating graphs which are dominated by a longest cycle. 
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